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Idaho Forest Group –  
HewSaw SL250 3.4

DFEn 5000
▶ System overview

Sytronix SvP 7000
▶ Overview

◀   Energy efficient

◀   Reduced total  
cost of ownership

◀   Servo Variable 
Pump Drive System 
Sytronix SvP 7000

◀   Energy on demand

◀   Noise reduction

◀   Reduced measures 
for sound isolation

◀   Smart and scalable 
technology

◀   High performance3~
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Idaho Forest Group (IFG) operates lumber mills in Idaho. The Lewiston mill management 
and staff wanted to increase productivity and energy efficiency in the process that cuts 
raw timber into predetermined dimensional lumber. They do this while capitalizing 
on the extra raw material to produce wood chips. The Bosch Rexroth Sytronix (Smart 
interplay of hydraulics and electronics) system provided the perfect solution.

Bosch Rexroth Canada, provided the main hydraulic power unit (HPU) equipped with 
three Sytronix DFEn 5000 pumps and a RexPak power unit to supply boost flow to 
a closed loop Sytronix Servo-Variable pump 7000 (SVP7000). The system powers a 
Log Turner In-feed Drive. Bosch Rexroth combined both families of Sytronix in the 
same project and produced a highly precise, energy efficient solution featuring remote 
computer access to monitor and diagnose. This technology allows the log turner in-feed 
drive to optimize the position of the timber to maximize the output of finished lumber at 
a rate of 600 feet per minute.

The project demanded cooperation from a large dedicated Rexroth team comprising of 
the industry sector, regional sales, engineering and field service groups in the hydraulic 
and controls divisions. The dedicated collaboration produced the largest and one of 
the most energy efficient Sytronix HPU’s in North America. Custom configurations and 
upgraded options made it the smartest HPU in North America. Ultimately in the end the 
customer was delighted. They were impressed with the speed and precision of the Log 
Turner In-feed Drive, the energy savings and the ability to diagnose issues remotely.

Bosch Rexroth Canada’s expertise in Sytronix 
applications for the wood industry are key  
in creating the largest and one of the most 
energy efficient Sytronix Hydraulic power units  
in North America.

◀   Log turner in-feed drive powered by RexPak 
power unit to supply boost flow to a closed loop 
Sytronix SVP7000 system

▼   Main HPU with three Sytronix DFEn 5000 pumps 
and weldless piping

▼   SVP Pump/Motor 
Group

▶ MSK Servo Motor
▶  A10FZ Fixed 

Displacement Axial 
Piston Pump

Energy Saving Potential
Reduced energy consumption through high efficiency, equals low fluid temperature, 
longer seal and hose life, longer fluid life and extended pump and motor life with 
reduced speed.

▶ 40-90% speed reduction during dwell operation

▶ Reduction of motor heating caused by reduced current flow

▶ Reduced leakage losses due to lower average speed

▶ Additional inverter loss reduction

Servo Variable Pump Drive System Sytronix  
SvP 7000 for Constant Pressure Systems

Benefits at a glance:
▶ Energy savings

▶ Reduced noise

▶  Intelligence far 
beyond mechanical 
controls

▶  Fastest response 
providing stable 
pressure control

▶  Energy savings with 
smart pump groups

Sytronix DFEn Variable Speed –  
Variable Displacement Pump

Benefits at a glance:
Reduced energy consumption
Energy savings up to 80% to decrease operating costs and 
reduce CO2 and thus reducing the “Carbon Footprint”.

Lower noise emission
Sytronix drives can reduce the noise emission of the 
hydraulic power unit up to 20 dB(A). Meeting stringent 
noise specifications in certain market areas is easier and 
may be accomplished with noise control measures.

Easier installation and commissioning
Pre-configured Sytronix hydraulic pump drives and 
assemblies utilize matched components to provide complete 
pump drive systems. This results in short installation and 
commissioning times. Rexroth offers more than 100 drive 
configurations in three performance classes.

Easier cooling
By lowering the average pump drive speed, variable-
speed pump drives can significantly reduce generated 
heat, minimizing the cost and energy required to cool  
the hydraulic system.

Lower space requirements
Using Sytronix drives can lower space requirements for 
the hydraulic system:

▶  Compact design

▶  Simpler valve technology and reduced requirements for 
control electronics

▶  Reduced hydraulic fluid volume resulting in smaller 
reservoir requirements

▶  Reduction in space for cooling due to reduced heat loads 
and elimination of most noise containment hardware

More reliable operation
▶  Integrated system design using proven hydraulic and 

electrical components

▶  Condition monitoring and diagnosis available in the 
drive control electronics

Retrofit design assistance
Rexroth can provide customers with support throughout 
the retrofitting process, from planning to assembly to on-
site commissioning.

Compliance with regulatory requirements
Sytronix variable-speed drives can assist with compliance 
for noise control (EU Directive 2003/10/EC) and electric 
motor energy efficiency (EU Regulation EC no. 640/2009).


